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What is the bioeconomy?
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The bioeconomy comprises those parts of the economy that involve
renewable biological resources – such as forests, crops, animals and
micro-organisms – to produce food, materials and energy.
In view of depleting fossil-based resources, climate change and a growing world population, sustainable and resource-efficient strategies are in
demand to guarantee the well-being of societies. The bioeconomy is one
response to these challenges and encapsulates various sectors, such as
agriculture, environment, aquaculture and industry.
Even though many people are not aware of it, the bioeconomy is already
part of our everyday lives. Biological resources and innovative technologies are already used to replace unsustainable products and processes
that are currently made from fossil ressources. Some bio-based goods
may even have novel properties making them superior to the products
we currently depend on.

Emerging technologies
The development of the bioeconomy is dependent on the use of emerging technologies. In particular, great potential results through the intelligent combination of bio and engineering sciences.
There have been pioneering advances in recent years in the life sciences
that have given the concept of the bioeconomy a major boost. These include insights into biodiversity, the molecular basis and the metabolism
of organisms.
Together with innovations from chemistry, systems engineering, mechanical engineering and information technology, processes and applications have been developed that can be utilised industrially in many
different ways.
Due to the interplay between all these developments, existing production
processes have been optimised and many innovative solutions have been
established. Today, companies can access biological minifactories in the
form of bacteria, fungi or cells as well as bio-based processes with biogas or
aquaculture farms and biorefineries to manufacture industrial products.

Molecular Biology

Chemistry

Machine Engineering

Information Technology
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Resources of the bioeconomy
An important goal of the bioeconomy is to reduce the consumption of
fossil fuels in the industry, such as coal, oil and natural gas. It holds
the potential to reduce harmful carbon dioxide emissions and decrease
the negative environmental impacts of industrial processes. The use of
renewable resources is therefore a way to improve the sustainability of
the economy.
Biological resources – by that we mean living organisms such as plants,
animals or micro-organisms – grow, thrive and produce a wide variety of
organic substances through their metabolism. This biomass can be used
in many ways: as food or feed, as well as a material and energy supplier
for the industry.
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The guiding principle of the bioeconomy is that of a circular economy.
Ideally, there are closed systems where natural raw and waste materials
are not only processed and converted, but are also utilised several times
and converted even further.
This principle is for example implemented in modern biorefineries. Using different technologies, waste materials such as straw, grass or wood
waste can be converted into a wide range of intermediate and end products – while fully utilising all biomass building blocks.

Carbon cycle

CO2

Carbon dioxide

Biomass

Icons: dvarg, julvektoria, raven, ktinte, ratch0013/fotolia.com; Source: BIOCOM AG
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Final products

The bioeconomy is not only about replacing fossil resources with renewable raw materials, but also aims to increase resource efficiency through
cascade use and life cycle management.

Bioeconomy in
the European Union
The European Union has a specific bioeconomy strategy that was drafted under the guidance of the Directorate-General for Research and Innovation and is mainly implemented via research and innovation funding
under Horizon 2020.

Timeline:
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2005

2007

2012

Presentation of
the concept of a
knowledge-based
bioeconomy (KBBE)
by the former EU
Commissioner
for Research and
Innovation,
Janez Potocnik

“Cologne Paper”
The visions, forecasts and recommendations of
renowned experts
on a KBBE were
included in the
“Cologne Paper”
and presented at
the Conference
“On Route to the
Knowledge-Based
Bioeconomy”

“Innovating for
Sustainable Growth:
A Bioeconomy
for Europe”
The European
Commission presents
its first dedicated
bioeconomy strategy
and an action plan
Foundation of the
European Innovation
Partnership
“Agricultural
Productivity and
Sustainability”
(EIP-AGRI)

G
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en

la

nd

Overview of national bioeconomy
strategies in Europe
dedicated bioeconomy strategy
bioeconomy-related strategy
bioeconomy-related strategy; dedicated
bioeconomy strategy is under development
dedicated bioeconomy strategy is
under development

© German Bioeconomy Council
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Bio-based products
Dresses made from milk or coffee, car tyres from dandelion, sneaker
soles from rice husks or armchairs that are tanned with extracts from
olive leaves – sometimes you have to look twice to see the qualities of
bio-based products, and very often you don’t even see which bio-based
technology is hidden inside.
Have a look at the following products to get an idea of bioeconomy in
everyday life.
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Toothpaste
Bacteria versus bacteria – this is the principle of a new
toothpaste. Bacteria are one of the pathogens that
cause caries by producing acids that damage tooth
enamel. Now, there is a probiotic toothpaste that
sends targeted lactic acid bacteria to fight the
pathogens. The microbes are the natural enemies of caries. After cleaning, they accumulate
in the mouth around the pathogens and clump
together with them. These aggregates can then be
easily removed. The toothpaste is already available to
buy in Croatia.
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Rust remover
In nature, there is a mechanism to eliminate rust. Rust is simply
atoms of iron, which have reacted with oxygen. And then there are
some micro-organisms such as bacteria that eat iron. In order to
get to this important element, the bacteria produce siderophores.
These protein molecules can trap iron atoms and incorporate them
into their structure. Which is why siderophores are used as biodegradable rust removers. In order to use siderophores as biological
dust removers, a company has developed a procedure
that uses the bacteria of the species Streptomyces
olivaceus.

Car tyre
Because natural rubber is elastic even at low temperatures, car manufacturers use rubber to produce
car tyres. Traditionally, latex from the subtropical rubber tree is used as the raw material. However, the tree
plantations are increasingly threatened by a fungus, which
causes the global market price to fluctuate. The Russian dandelion is an environmentally friendly alternative. It thrives in
Central Europe – even on soil unsuitable for farming. With the
help of modern plant breeding techniques, researchers have
turned a wild plant into an useful plant, which is robust and
high yielding. In cooperation with a German tyre manufacturer,
a pilot plant for the production of dandelion-based rubber has
been set up in Germany.
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Bioethanol
Biofuels such as bioethanol are derived from renewable raw materials. Until now, sugars from arable crops
have been used. To avoid competition with food production, residual materials such as straw have come to the attention of several biofuel manufacturers. This is because straw
or wood is largely composed of lignocellulose fibres, which has a
high potential for energy conversion. A Swiss chemical company
has established a biorefinery demonstration plant, in which wheat
straw bioethanol is produced. With the help of enzymes, the
lignocellulose is decomposed and recovered from the plant fibre
into its individual components. The resulting sugar molecules
serve as food for yeast and the fungi ferment them into alcohol.
This can then be added to premium petrol for petrol engines.

Bike
Unlike materials such as aluminium, iron or carbon,
wood is a renewable resource, for which you only
need sunlight and CO2 for photosynthesis. Meanwhile,
engineered wood has caught up in terms of strength
and processability. A company in Dresden uses real
wood veneer as the basis for lightweight tubes for
bicycles. The thin-walled tubes are lightweight
and robust and their production uses a minimal
amount of real wood. The individual layers of
veneer are crosswise glued. The first product is a
designer bicycle built using a Lignotubes frame.
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Armchair
Tanning agents based on heavy metal salts such as chromium (III)
sulphate are usually used in the industrial production of leather.
Olive leaves are a natural and environmentally friendly alternative. They contain secondary compounds which the plants use as
a pest defence. This forms the basis for a biodegradable tanning
agent. It not only protects the environment but also makes the
leather extremely skin-friendly. Tonnes of olive leaves fall every
year at harvest time in the Mediterranean, and until now,
most of it was burned as green waste. Two companies
have developed a process that extracts the tannins from
the olive leaves in an aqueous solution.

Clothing
Milk is a popular food product, but not all milk
proteins are actually used. Every year, millions of tonnes of
milk are accrued, which cannot be used for consumption. Two
companies have started to use the milk protein Casein for the
production of textile fibres and clothing such as dresses or
underwear. These are silky to the touch, naturally antibacterial
and can be easily dyed. It has long been known that casein
can be spun into fibres. However, not only a lot of water, but
also a lot of chemicals are required for this: now beeswax and
zinc have been added. The production of the organic fibre is
carried out to meet the Global Organic Textile (GOT) standard:
compared to the conventional wet spinning process, significantly fewer resources are consumed.

Coffee cup
Transform old coffee into new products! A German
company manufactures coffee cups and saucers that
consist of used coffee grounds. Up to 40% of the
product is made from recycled coffee grounds. Each cup
is made of 60 grammes of coffee grounds, which is equivalent to
eight espressi. The recycled material called Kaffeeform consists
not only of coffee grounds, but also of plant fibres, cellulose and
a resin made of biopolymers. For the manufacturing process, the
company uses an injection moulding procedure. The resulting
products are stable, washable and can thus be easily reused.
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Challenges related
to the bioeconomy
Key bioeconomy strategies across Europe and beyond argue that the
bioeconomy offers an opportunity to reconcile economic growth with
environmentally responsible action. Yet, the societal transformation towards a bio-based economy raises questions about its environmental,
social and ethical aspects. Some frequently mentioned concerns related
to the bioeconomy include:
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› Environmental impacts
	A switch from products that are currently based on fossil resources
towards products using biomass can produce additional pressure on
natural resources, such as land, water or biodiversity. The sustainability
of the bioeconomy depends on the reduction of the high levels of consumption to achieve a development within the planetary boundaries.
›F
 ood security 	
	Biomass production and land use for fibre, fuels, feed and other products competes with biomass production for food. Policies need to be
established that can ensure “food first” as a priority and improve food
security for a growing world population.
› Social impacts
	A strengthened bioeconomy will have transboundary impacts. How
can they be managed? Who can make decisions over the use of biological resources? Who benefits and who bears the potential burden?

Introduction to
the BioSTEP project
The bioeconomy holds potential solutions to important future challenges. The social, economic and environmental impacts associated with its
products and processes, however, will require extensive dialogues on
the future development of the bioeconomy. The overall aim of the EUfunded project BioSTEP is to support more participatory processes for
the development of the bioeconomy.
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We aim to increase the overall awareness and understanding of the bioeconomy as well as its consequences and benefits by informing and engaging with citizens. BioSTEP brings together key stakeholders and policy
makers to discuss the necessary steps towards a holistic strategy, which
weaves the bioeconomy into the fabric of policy making across many sectors throughout EU Member States. BioSTEP will also identify and disseminate best practices on the participatory development of national and
regional bioeconomy strategies and formulate policy recommendations for
a participative governance of the bioeconomy.
Coordinated by the Ecologic Institute, the collaborative project builds
upon a highly interdisciplinary consortium of nine partners from Germany,
Italy, Bulgaria, the Netherlands and the UK.

Identify and Develop Best Practices
Increase Understanding
Increase Awareness
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Facilitate Involvement
Encourage Public Debate

Making existing 				
information accessible
In a database, BioSTEP makes existing information on bioeconomy products and processes available to stakeholders and the public at
large. Rather than attempting to be complete about the whole plethora
of products and processes in the bioeconomy, the database presents
an overview – a taxonomy – of the main product categories, production
processes and feedstocks in the bioeconomy as well as some salient
sustainability impacts and governance issues.
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Governance and other issues
Output – Product categories
Conventional biofuels

Advanced biofuels

Biomaterials

Throughput – Production processes
Biorefinery

Input – Feedstocks
Agricultural
biomass

Forestry
biomass

Marine
biomass

Sustainability impacts

Waste
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In national and regional case studies, BioSTEP reviews
a selection of existing bioeconomy strategies. By reviewing the documentation and conducting interviews with a representative group of
stakeholders, the emphasis is on the extent to which the strategies
have drawn on a wide range of forms of expertise in their development.
Good-practice guidelines in terms of participation are developed from a
synthesis of these findings.

National case studies

Regional

› Finland
› Germany

›
›
›
›

case studies

Bio-based Delta (NL)
Saxony-Anhalt (D)
Scotland (UK)
Veneto (IT)

Bringing key
stakeholders together
BioSTEP will organise several workshops, exhibitions and conferences
and will foster public dialogue on the bioeconomy. At a regional level,
BioSTEP applies and tests a ‘living lab’ approach to facilitate the involvement of public-private networks of stakeholders in bioeconomybased innovation and business model development processes.
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Workshops

During a series of stakeholder workshops, existing (policy) challenges
related to the future development of the European bioeconomy and potential (policy) measures to address them will be discussed. The workshops are planned at different levels: one at the European level and two
at the regional level. Problems, concerns and ideas raised during the
workshops will be summarised in thematic factsheets and serve as basis
for targeted policy recommendations. A conference will be organised in
2017 to present and discuss the recommendations that were developed
during these workshops.

Exhibitions
A hands-on exhibition shows examples of where bio-based products and
processes are present in objects of daily life. During the showcase of the
exhibition, we will engage with the different stakeholders and the local
public.

Conference

A final conference will be organised to present and discuss recommendations for the participatory development of bioeconomy strategies in
Europe.

Living labs

Living labs bring together product developers and users for a process of
idea creation. Living labs can serve to identify different points of view
and contribute to innovative product development. They are often implemented at regional level to foster cooperation and regional innovation
on specific topics.
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Living labs in BioSTEP
Living labs are research and innovation platforms that allow different
actors to meet and explore new ideas and concepts that can potentially
be turned into successful innovations. Citizens, businesses and local
authorities are engaged in a participative approach that can be divided
into three phases:

Concept mapping
› Analyse literature
› Involve relevant actors
24

Strategic community planning
› A first lab to analyse existing strategies
› Share ideas and define own contributions and concrete (policy) actions

Business modelling
› A second lab to support the creation of business models
› Define actors contributions and responsibilities
› Plan business incubators

BioSTEP will test this tool for a more participative governance of the
bioeconomy in two case study regions: Veneto in Italy and Stara Zagora
in Bulgaria.

Example case study regions
Bulgaria: Stara Zagora
Stara Zagora is situated in the central part of Bulgaria and is interesting for the bioeconomy – inter alia – due to its agricultural resources.
The fertile farmlands, forests and springs are important natural resources of the region. The mild climate and rich soil are favourable
for producing varied strains of agriculture. Biofarming is included in
the Stara Zagora strategy for development. With its traditional agriculture (cereals and oil crops), the region offers rich possibilities for
biofuel production. Organic agriculture forms the basis for utilising the
wastes and bioactive compounds of various sources, such as vegetable
crops, essential oil crops, grape and wine, cheese and wool factories.

Italy: Veneto
Veneto is located in the north-eastern part of Italy and has a strong
bioeconomy focus. Research and technology transfer centres as well
as inter-university centres are located in the region and are engaged in
research on biotechnology, biostructures and biosystems. Biotechnology
is defined as one of the regional strengths – Veneto ranks sixth among
the Italian regions in terms of the number of biotech companies with
specialisations in ‘Smart Agrifood’ and ‘Sustainable Living’.
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Get involved!
Questions? Concerns? Ideas? Let us know about them – we would love
to hear what you think! With BioSTEP you have the opportunity to actively take part in the bioeconomy: visit our workshops, innovative living
labs and our exhibition “Bioeconomy in everyday life” where you can see
various bio-based products.

For more information visit our website:

www.bio-step.eu
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Or contact us via social media:
www.twitter.com/biostep_project
www.facebook.com/biostep.project
www.linkedin.com/company/biostep

Contact:
Project Management:
Holger Gerdes
Ecologic Institute
Pfalzburger Strasse 43/44, 10717 Berlin, Germany
Phone: +49 30 86880148
coordination@bio-step.eu
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 Research and Innovation Programme under grant agreement
No 652682.
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